
16   Put a blanket and some boxes of  
       Lego in the front yard and invite  
       the neighbours to come and build   
       with Lego

17   Invite your neighbours to participate  
       in a street wide Easter egg hunt  

18   Roaming morning tea – neighbours  
       take turns to host and everyone 
       brings a plate of food to share 

19   Plan a neighbourhood clean-up day 

20  Hold a crafting or DIY day (you could 
       make a new project or fix something 
       and keep it out of landfill!) 

Street Meet  
‘n’ Greet
25 Ideas for Things to  
do with Your Neighbours

When you apply for a grant through  
vicpark.info/streetmeet and get to  
know the people in your street!vicpark.info/streetmeet

21   Organise a plant swap and  
       breathe new life into the  
       gardens on the street

22  Host a neighbourhood music  
       jam session 

23   Arrange a food or recipe swap 

24   Set up a neighbourhood  
       watch group

25   Host a cultural exchange night  
       to share your culture’s food or  
       traditions with your neighbours 



 

INTRO

1   Host a BBQ

2   Organise a picnic in a local park –  
       you can even hire the Town’s  
       blender bike to make delicious  
       pedal-powered smoothies as a  
       part of your event! 

3   Have a front lawn sporting  
       match (e.g.front yard cricket,  
       bocce or quoits) 

4   Get some boxes of chalk and have  
       the children in the street decorate  
       the footpaths (if safe to do so!) 

5   Hold a gardening day to  
       help each other with  
       yard maintenance 

11   Start a neighbourhood chat on  
       social media (e.g. WhatsApp,  
       Facebook Messenger or similar) 

12   Organise a street treasure hunt  
       and finish up with some food 

13   Hold a street ice cream party –  
       each household brings a different  
       flavour tub of ice cream!  

14   Front yard movie night! Set up  
       the TV (or projector if someone  
       has one), grab some chairs and  
       blankets and make some popcorn

15   Create a communal street  
       compost  or worm farm for  
       everyone’s vegetable waste.  
       Some residents will need to take  
       the lead on this one to ensure it is    
       managed  properly. Everyone can   
       share the compost or worm juice  
       that is produced

6   Get the neighbours together to  
       watch a sporting match on TV and  
       bring refreshments 

7   Build a street book exchange/little 
       library for locals to swap books,  
       magazines, jigsaw puzzles or  
       board games 

8   Organise a neighbours’ lunch:  
       invite every house on the street  
       and ask them to bring a plate of 
       food to share 

9   Hold a street verge planting day 
       (check out the Town’s Adopt a   
       Verge program)

10   Start a walking group. This could be    
       a parent’s walking group with kids  
       a prams, a dog walking group,  
       exercise group, or bike riding group 


